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Cautionary Statements Regarding Forward-
Looking Statements & Disclaimer

2

Forward-looking statements: This presentation, including any preliminary and unaudited financial highlights herein, uses forward-looking 
statements within the meaning of the "safe harbor" provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and is based on our 
expectations as of the date hereof.  All statements other than statements of historical fact are “forward-looking statements,” including any statements 
of the plans, strategies, and objectives for future operations; any statement of belief; and any statements of assumptions underlying any of the 
foregoing.  The words “expects”, “if”, “will,”, “may”, “assuming”, “expected”, “potential”, and similar statements and their negative forms may be 
used in this presentation to identify some, but not all, of such forward-looking statements.  The Bank cautions that, by their nature, forward-looking 
statements involve risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, the uncertainty relating to the timing and extent of FOMC market actions and 
communications; economic conditions (including effects on, among other things, mortgage-backed securities); changes in demand for advances or 
consolidated obligations of the Bank or the Federal Home Loan Bank system; changes in interest rates; changes in rates and indices that could 
affect the value of financial instruments; and prepayment speeds on mortgage assets. In addition, the Bank reserves the right to change its plans for 
any programs for any reason, including but not limited to legislative or regulatory changes, changes in membership, or changes at the discretion of 
the board of directors. Accordingly, the Bank cautions that actual results could differ materially from those expressed or implied in these forward-
looking statements or could impact the extent to which a particular objective, projection, estimate, or prediction is realized, and you are cautioned 
not to place undue reliance on such statements. The Bank does not undertake to update any forward-looking statement herein or that may be made 
from time to time on behalf of the Bank. 

Disclaimer: The data, material, and information provided in this presentation (“Content”) does not, and is not intended to, constitute legal, 
accounting, consulting, or other professional advice.  The Content is for general informational purposes only, may not constitute the most up-to-date 
legal, accounting, or other information, and may become stale. Some Content is unaudited. Content identified herein with a third-party source is 
provided without any independent verification by the Bank,  the Bank does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, completeness, timeliness or 
availability of any Content, and the Bank expressly disclaims any responsibility for providing any additional information that might be necessary to 
make the Content not misleading. Accordingly, you are cautioned against placing any undue reliance on the Content. You should consult with your 
accountants, counsel, financial representatives, consultants, or other advisors regarding the extent the Content may be useful to you and with 
respect to any legal, tax, business or financial matters. In no event shall the Bank be liable for any damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses 
(including lost income or lost profit and opportunity costs) in connection with any use of the Content. Reproduction of any Content, in any form, is 
prohibited except with the Bank’s prior written consent. 
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 Funding Alternatives
 Fund short
 Fund longer
 Structured funding

 Scenario Analysis
 Aggressive Fed hike cycle
 Very aggressive Fed hike cycle
 Some hikes then a dovish pivot

 After the Lockout Period
 If the advance is put back
 If the advance flips to a fixed rate

Overview
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Funding Alternatives
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As Fed rate hikes begin and volatility persists, how can we be strategic and tactical with our 
funding needs, and what are the pros and cons of each choice in different scenarios?

Fund Short

• Rolling short-term 
advances
• SOFR plus 0.18% 

floating rate

Fund Longer

• 12-month Classic 
Advance
• 1.82% fixed rate

Structured 
Funding

• SOFR Flipper 
Advance
• 5-year maturity
• 1-year lockout
• Floats at SOFR less

0.25% during the 
lockout period

• If not put at the one-
year mark, flips to a 
2.28% fixed rate

• Puttable quarterly 
thereafter
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Scenario 1: Aggressive Fed Hike Cycle
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Assuming 2.50% of hikes over the next 12 months, the SOFR Flipper would be expected to outperform, 
and rolling short may closely match what the fixed-rate curve is telling us about the path of rates today. 

Source: FHLBank Boston
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Scenario Analysis: Rolling Funding Costs

SOFR Flipper Rolling Short 12-month Classic
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Scenario 2: VERY Aggressive Fed Hike Cycle
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Assuming 3.50% of hikes over the next 12 months, rolling short would be expected to 
underperform and the Flipper may closely match locking in a fixed rate today.

Source: FHLBank Boston
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Scenario Analysis: Rolling Funding Costs

SOFR Flipper Rolling Short 12-month Classic
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Scenario 3: Some Hikes Then a Dovish Pivot
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If there are just 0.75% of hikes and then a pause, rolling short and the SOFR Flipper would be expected to 
significantly outperform as short rates don’t reach the level that is currently implied. 

Source: FHLBank Boston
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Scenario Analysis: Rolling Funding Costs

SOFR Flipper Rolling Short 12-month Classic
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What Happens at the Lockout Period?
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Potential interest cost savings with the SOFR Flipper over the 12-month horizon, and the 
likelihood of flipping to a fixed-rate will depend on the level of rates and volatility at that time.

Source: FHLBank Boston
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Scenario Analysis Summary: Rolling Funding Costs Hypothetical Example: 
Likelihood of flipping to a 
2.28% fixed rate after the 

lockout period

Scenario 1: 
SOFR 

assumed to be 
at 2.77%

Low
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SOFR 

assumed to be 
at 3.77%

Very low
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If the SOFR Flipper is Put Back to the Member
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If the advance is put because rates have gone higher (i.e., SOFR @ 2.77%), then there may 
be opportunity to replace the funding with core deposits at advantageous rates.

Source: FHLBank Boston
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Scenario 1: 2.50% of Hikes, Advance is Put, Replace with 1% Deposits
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If the SOFR Flipper “Flips” to the Fixed Rate
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If the advance flips to the fixed-rate of 2.28% because rates have stayed low, total cost should 
still pale in comparison to borrowing fixed rate today.

Source: FHLBank Boston
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Scenario 3: 1% of Hikes, Advance Flips to 2.28%
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Summary
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• Expectations for an aggressive Fed hiking cycle have steepened the front-
end of the yield curve

• Fed uncertainty and geopolitical risk have led to an increase in interest-rate 
volatility

• The SOFR Flipper Advance can have relative value when interest-rate 
volatility is high, as more benefit is realized (through a lower rate) from 
granting FHLBank Boston the ability to put back the advance

• It can have appeal if short-term rates move higher or if short-term rates stay 
low

• If rates move higher- the advance may have a greater likelihood of being put back and 
replacing the funding (if even needed) with deposits at rates below SOFR/Treasury 
rates can be beneficial.

• If rates stay/move lower- the advance may flip to a fixed-rate, but because of the 
benefit derived from higher volatility lowering the rate, the all-in cost may be 
comfortably below that of Classic Advances. 
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Visit www.fhlbboston.com
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• Products & Programs
• Rates
• Strategies & Insights:  Articles, Webinars, Videos and Case Studies

http://www.fhlbboston.com
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Thank You
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Andrew.Paolillo@fhlbboston.com
617-292-9644

mailto:Andrew.Paolillo@fhlbboston.com
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